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CHARACTERISTICS OF 'IHE SOLID S TA 'IE 
TRANSFORMATIONS IN URANIUM* 
Harold H~ Klepfer and P. Chiotti 
ABSTRACT 
The thermal expansion of uranium and the nature of allotropic 
transformation processes in uranium are of obvious interest in predicting 
or understanding the effects of thermal cycling on components fabricated 
of uranium such as nuclear fuel elements. ·Quite apart from this possible 
immediate practical interest is the theoretical interest in the transfer-
mation processes themselves. The purpose of the investigation reported 
was to determine the temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of 
uranium from room temperature to the melting point and to provide experi-
mental data on the general characteristics and kinetics of the allotropic 
transformations in uranium. Toward this end high- temperature x-ray 
diffraction, electrical resistance~ and sonic experimental techniques 
were employed. The data presented are interpreted in terms of the known 
physical, mechanical, and structural properties of the metal and are 
intended as a contribution toward the complete experimental and theoretical 
description of the allotropic transformation processes in pure uranium. 
Resistance effects observed accompanying the alpha-beta transformation 
in high purity uranium indicate a certain degree of reversibility in the 
*This report is based on a Ph. D. thesis by Harold H. Klepfer submitted 
June, 1957, to Iowa State College ~ Ames, Iowa. This work was done under 
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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orientation of a given grain on thermal cycling through both transfor-
mations. The effect on the alpha-phase thermal twi~Ding temperature, on 
the ~stance of newly-formed alpha, and on the transformation temperatures 
resulting from rapid thermal cycling of uranium through both allotropic 
transformations is interpreted to indicate progressive lattice hardening. 
It has been shown that the allotropic transformations in uranium 
proceed isothermally, but that the extent of isothermal transformation is 
a function of temperature over a definite temperature range. The iso-
thermal transformation initially involves bursts of transformation activity 
and proceeds in its later stages very slowly to an apparent end of trans-
formation. 
The lattice parameters of high purity uranium from room temperature 
to the melting point have been experimentally determined. The crystallo-
graphic features of the alpha-beta transformation have been discussed in 
terms of the lattice parameters of the two phases and the volume change 
at the transformation temperature. The habit plane calculated is close 
to the (221) beta plane. This habit plane has not been exoerimentally 
observed. 
From the evidence presented it is concluded that the allotropic trans-
formations in uranium proceed by the nucleation and slow growth of coherent 
nuclei. The features of the transformations are closely similar to those 
of typical martensitic reactions, except for the kinetic features. Argu-
ments have been proposed to explain these non-typical kinetic features. 
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CHARAC TER.TS TICS OF THE SOLID STATE 
TRANSFORMATIONS IN URANIUM 
INTRODUCTION 
The thermal expansion of uranium and the nature of allo-
tropic transformation processes in uranium ere of obvious 
interest in predicting or understanding the erfects of thermal 
cycling on components fabricated of uranium such as nuclear 
fuel elements. Quite apart from t his possible immediate prac-
tical interest is the theoretical interest in the transforma-
tion processes themselves. The purpose of the present investi-
gation is to determine the temperature dependence of the lat-
tice parameters of uranium from room tempera.ture to the melt-
ing point s.nd to provide experimental data on the general 
characteristics and kinetics of the allotropic transforma.tions 
in uranium. Toi'Jard this end high-temper a ture x-ray diffrac-
tion, electrical resistivity, and sonic experimental tech-
niques were employed. The data presented are interpreted in 
terms of the known physical, mechanical, a.nd structural 
properti es of the metal and are intended as a contribution 
toward the complete experimental and theoretical description 
of the all,otropic transformation processes in pure uranium. 
Metallic ura.nium is known to exis t in three allotropic 
forms between room tempera ture and its melting point. The 
crystal structures of all thr ee phases ere known. The room 
tewperature alpha form is orthorhombic and is stable at 
temperatures up to 668°C, the bet2. form is tetragonal and is 
stable in the tempera.ture range 668 to 774°0, and the garrma 
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form is body-centered cubic and is stable from 774°0 to the 
melting point (1132°0). The transformation temperatures 
reported vary over a fairly wide temperature range presumably 
due to VB.riations in the purl ty of the meta.l and to the cool-
ing and heating rates employed. 
The structure of the low temperature or alpha phase was 
first determined by Jacob and \'larren ( 1). It is orthorhombic 
of space group Omcm with four a. toms per unit cell· Tucker 
(2) has discussed the structure from the standpoint of chemi-
cal bonding and presents evidence for cova.lent bonding between 
atoms in the corrugated (010) sheets. The covalent bonding 
is proposed as the basis for the commonly knmm metalloid-
like characteristics of this phase. The la.ttice parameters 
of this phase as a function of temperature from -253°0 to 
640°0 have been recently reported by Brldge, Schwartz, and 
Vaughan ( 3) • 
Beta uranium, the form stable between about 670°0 and 
770°0, has a complex tetragonal cell of 30 atoms and space 
group P4/mnm or P4/nm. The exact space group and precise 
atomic positions he.ve been debated in a series of papers by 
Tucker and ~enio and Thewlis end Steeple. The status of this 
debate was reviewed in a joint s tatement by these authors (4). 
The high hardness and low due till ty of beta. uranium is con-
sistent with the complexity of its structure. 
Wilson and Rundle ( 5) es tablisheo. the structure of the 
high temperature gamma phase a.s body centered cubic with two 
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atoms per unit cell. This structure is more tYPical of 
~ metals, and this fact is reflected in the mechanical proper-
ties of uranium above about 770°0. 
An authoritative review of the physica.l a.nd mechanical 
properties of the three allotropic forms of uranium is to be 
found in the Geneva Conference Report in the chapters by 
Foote {6) and Howe (7). Cahn 1 s paper on the modes of deforma-
tion in alpha uranium {8) and Holden's on the deformation of 
beta uranium (9) are also of interest. In a. recent paper by 
Friedel (10) proposals were made on a semi-empirical basis 
about the electronic band structure in the three phases. These 
proposals attempt to explain the temperature dependence of the 
specific heat, magnetic susceptibility, and electrical re-
sis ti vi ty, as well as the temperature dependence of the alpha. 
phase lattice parameters a.s reported by Saller ( 11). 
The complete experimental description of an allotropic 
transformation process would include (a) a determination of 
the general features of the transformation in terms of the 
resulting macroscopic and microscopic changes in the material, 
(b) a qualitative and quantitative determination of the kin-
etics of the reaction, and (c) a. determination of the crystal-
lographic orientation relationship between parent and product 
phase. Theoretical, mechanistic models have been put forth 
which shovJ promise of I?ermi tting the analytical deduction of 
such a description. However, in these models certain experi-
mental parameters are required. In particular the lattice 
10 
parameters of the phases involved at the transformation tem-
peratures are needed for the calculation of the crystallo-
graphic features. The elastic constants of the phe.ses, grain 
boundary energy parameters, and mobility parameters for the 
movement of atoms and/or imperfections in the lattices are 
also necessary for the calculation of the kinetic features. 
Before further discussion of transformation processes it 
is felt necessary to clarify the ambiguity in the terminology 
which has arisen in the literature in this field· Past prac-
tice has been generally to classify allotropic transformations 
either as classical nucleation and growth transformations or 
as martensi tic or diffusionless transforma.tions. The use of 
11martensitic 11 or 11diffusionless 11 when applied as generic terms 
to solid state transformations, however, has been weakened by 
recent experimental developments. 
The term 11 martensi tic 11 has arisen historically in group-
ing together phase changes in metals and alloys having features 
similar to those for the austenite (face centered cubic) to 
martensite (body centered tetragonal) transformation in steel· 
This particular transformation has been studied in great 
detail in various iron alloys. Important features of this 
transformation include the follo~ving: 
(1) The transformation is athermal. That is it proceeds 
only when the termpera.ture is changing, but ceases 
when the temperature is held constant. Thus, be-
tween two critical temperatures, the tempera.ture a.t 
.. 
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which the transforma.tion starts (Ms) and some lower 
temperature at which the transformetion is complete 
(Mf), the percent transformed is observed to be a 
function of the tempere.ture only. Small discrete 
volumes within the parent phase transform in a. very 
short period of time. The velocity of propagation 
of the nm1 phase approa.ches the velocity of sound 
in the matrix material. 
( 2) The new phase appe8.rs as discrete . lenticular regions 
ot limited size within the parent phase. These 
lenticule.r or disk-shaped regions appear as "needles 11 
upon microscopic examination. The formation of 
these martensite needles is believed to be accom-
plished by the cooperative movement of a large 
number of atoms throueh distances less than an 
atomic spacing. The ma.rtensi te regions a.re left 
sheared with respect to the parent lattice by this 
process. This shear and the volume change involved 
produces characteristic surface relief effects. 
Furthermore, this process like other processes in 
solids involving the rapid movement of atoms in 
phase produces sonic activity which can be detected. 
(3) . There is a definite orientation rela.tionship be-
tween the product phase and the parent phase. 
{4) There is a certain degree of reversibility in the 
orientation. The effect is as if there were a 
12 
strain "memory 11 in the transformed metal which 
favors the retransformation to the original orienta-
tion. In particular a needle of martensite which 
has been formed on cooling retransforms on heating 
to austenite of the original orientatioh. 
The term 11diffusionless 11 when applied to this and other 
alloy transformations having similar characteristics was in-
tended to stress the.t they were too rapid to allow any compo-
sition change in the phases. Any composition adjustment would 
require diffusion, a slow process in solids. 
Classical nuclea.tion and growth transformations in alloys 
do involve a composition change. Furthermore, from the tem-
perature dependence of the rate of transforma.tion an e.ctiva.-
tion energy can be determined \-.rhich is found to be comparable 
to that for the diffusion of on e of the alloying elements in 
the parent matrix. 
The implication of a composition criterion in distinguish-
ing between diffusionless or ma.rtensi tic and classic a~ nucle-
ation and growth reactions is obviously not very meaningful 
in the case of phase changes in pure metals. 
Even in the case of alloys at least two cases appar-
ently strain the connotations of the terms. The bainite re-
action in iron-c$.rbon alloys has some characteristics defi-
nitely similar to those of the martensite reaction, but the 
rate is not rapid and indeed is apparently controlled by the 
diffusion of carbon in the product phase (12). The tetragonal 
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to orthorhombic transformF~. tion of a uranium-0 .3 v.rt. % chromium 
alloy at room temperature has been shown by Holden (13) to 
proceed isothermally by the slow growth of mertensite-like 
needles without any change in composition. 
'l'he terminology accepted for the purpose of discussion 
of allotropic transforma.tions in this thesis is tha.t suggested 
by Knapp and Dehlinger ( 14). Transformations will be dis-
tinguished on the basis of the nature of the boundary between 
the two phases during nucleation and gro1vth. Incoherent nuclei 
a.re those separated from the parent phase by a large-angle 
grain boundary in such a way that movement of the boundary 
entails the transfer of material across a region of highly 
disordered metal and takes place atomwise. Transformations 
involving incoherent nuclei are expected to heve character-
is tics similar to those of cla.ssical nucleation and growth 
transformations. Coherent nuclei are those separated from 
the parent phase by a small-angle gra.in boundary in such a 
way that movement of the bound ary involves the co-opera.tive 
movement of a large number of atoms through less than inter-
atomic distance. The typical martensitic reactions evidently 
involve such nuclei as do the bainite and low temperature 
ura.nium-chromium alloy transformations. The non-kinetic 
martensitic characteristics such as nuclei shape, definite 
orientation relationship, surface relief effects, and reversi-
bility can be deduced from strain energy considerations for 
the form ation of coherent nuclei. The rate of growth of 
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coherent nuclei is not restricted by this definition, and 
diffusion, availability of modes of stress relief, or crystal 
imperfection of the pa.rent lattice are permitted among pos-
sible rate controlling factors. The nature of a transforma-
tion then is designated by specification of the type of nuclei 
and probable nature of the rate controlling factor for growth. 
Phase transformations in solids have received consider-
able attention in recent years, particularly the so-called 
diffusionless or martensitic transformations. Authoritative 
reviews covering the very broad spectrum of this work are 
available (15, 16, 17). That theory believed pertinent to 
the present investigation will be discussed in the following 
pa.ragraphs. 
The problem of nuclea.tion in solids has been examined 
notably by Turnbull (18), Cohen (19), and by others. Knapp 
and Dehlinger (14) have recently made certain proposals with 
respect to coherent nucleation. Since the surface energy 
and strain energy barrier to the growth of nuclei of a very 
small size is prohibitive, some mechanism of formation of 
nuclei of a certain critical size is required. Statistical 
fluctuations have been proposed as a solution to this dilemma. 
The alternate suggestion is the existence of an 11 embryonic 11 
or "preformed nucleus 11 • These "preformed· nuclei" consist of 
regions in the p arent phase of atomic arrangement approximat-
ing tha t of the product pha.se. Upon sufficient cooling below 
(or heating above) the equilibrium tempera.ture for the trans-
15 
formation, these regions become nuclei of the product phase 
of the critical size and begin to grow. Knapp and Dehlinger 
propose the_t such preformed nuclei arise from sui te.ble combina-
tions of the disloc ations which are always present in the 
parent phase. This concept of these ready-made critical-
size r egions is apparently necessary to explain nucleation 
for transformations in solids at the small extent of super-
cooling (or superheating) experimentally observed. For the 
investigation at hand it is important to note two proposa.ls 
made by Knapp and Dehlinger. The first is that at any given 
temperature below some critical temperature, corresponding 
to the 1-1 8 temperature in steel, only a certain fraction of 
these re ady-made regions become activated for growth. As the 
temperature is decreased, more of these preformed nuclei begin 
to grow. 1'he s econd is that external pressure on the metal 
affects the number of these re gions activa ted. 
Knapp and Dehlinger h ave also considered the kinetics of 
processes involving the growth of pla te-like or disk-shaped 
coherent nuclei (14). They write the driving force for the 
formation of a nucleus as 
f = f c + ev = f c + e E + e 8 1 • 
where fc is the chemical free energy change involved which 
is calcula ted from thermodynamic data. a.nd is therefore inde-
pendent of the size of the nucleus; ev is the total distor-
tion energy involved. The distortion energy is made up of 
two terms . The fir s t is the strain energy eE arising from 
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the volume change and the requirement of coherence, a.nd the 
second is the surface energy es at the boundary between the 
two phases. As the size of the nucleus increases by growth 
of the disk in diameter, at a given tempere.ture below the tem-
perature at which fc = 0, the term eE is shown to be expected 
to decrease faster than e 8 increases so that ev becomes less 
positive as the process continues. The value of fc is, of 
course, fixed by the temperature and must be negative for the 
transformation to take place at all under these condi tiona. 
Thus, the effective driving force increases as this growth 
goes on. When this process is halted by intersection with 
some obstacle such as a grain boundary, the disk-like nucleus 
tends to grow by increasing in thickness. This process is 
shown to increase the strain energy term ee faster than the 
surface energy term es decreases. Thus, the total distortion 
energy ev becomes more positive until it is equal to the nega-
tive chemical term. When this happens the driving force or 
change in free energy of the system for further growth is zero 
and the process stops. 
For a given value of the driving force the rate of move-
ment of the boundary between the phases depends on the mech-
anism involved in this movement. If this movement involves, 
as has been suggested, a. plane of dislocations moving into 
the parent phase, then the ra.te will be determined by the 
velocity at which the dislocations ca.n move into the matrix 
under the influence of the given driving force. For the iron-
17 
carbon martensitic reaction, Knapp end Dehlinger show that 
this velocity approaches the speed of sound in the metal. 
However, it is not unreasonable to believe tha.t for coherent 
transformations in other metals and a.lloys vJhere the maximum 
driving force may also be less, as it certainly must be in 
cases of transformation at only a fe't-J degrees from the equili-
brium temperatures, the rate of movement of a dislocation 
boundary may be much slower. This might be especially ex-
pected when one or both of the structures involved are com-
plex. On the basis of these arguments it is not unreasonable 
to expect that rather slow transformation is possible by a 
process involving coherent nuclei. 
The literature was reviewed to establish the status of 
the experimental description of the allotropic transformations 
in uranium and to determine the a.vailabili ty of the parameters 
necessary for the theoretical calculations. 
There has been apparently conflicting evidence as to 
whether the alpha-beta transformation in pure uranium is of 
the general martensitic or of the classical nucleation and 
grovJth type. Much of this conflict, however, seems to arise 
from the l ack of precision in the terminology. Little direct 
evidence is available on the nature of the beta-gamma trans-
formation. 
Both transformations have been successfully employed in 
the phase change method of single crys tal growth (9, 20). 
Both transformation temperatures can be greatly depressed by 
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rapid quenching (21). These are features which were taken as 
more commonly characteristic of classica.l nucleation and grotvth 
reactions. The time-temperature-transformation curves for 
uranium-chromium alloys were studied by \llhi te ( 22) • He found 
a high temperature 11 C 11 curve which was established as that 
for a diffusion con trolled process. A second low temperature 
11C 11 curve was also reported which was classified as tha.t for 
a martensitic transformation, non-typical in its kinetic 
fea.tures. As the chromium content was lotrJered the temperature 
at which this latter type of transformation became predominant 
was found to ·increase. Holden (13) established that the 
transformation of these alloys at room temperature involved 
the isothermal growth of martensite-like needles and estab-
lished an orientation relationship between the two phases. 
Butcher and Ro·we ( 23) reported a nea.rly equivalent babi t plane 
and orientation re.lationsbip for the low-temperature trans-
formation of these low-chromium uranium-chromium alloys. 
Butcher (24) bas explained the orientation of alpha grains of 
pure uranium resulting from the quench of a single beta crystal 
on the basis of this orientation relationship. 
Other characteristics of this pure uranium transformation 
were discussed by Butcher (24) including the randomization of 
the orientation of grains after thermal cycling through the 
transformation. He also presented indirect evidence for the 
progressive hardening of the a.lpha lattice folloiving thermal 
cycling . His conclusion wa s that the beta. to alpha transforma-
19 
tion in pure uranium must involve martensi tic nuclea.tion and 
growth. No data relating to the kinetic features and no direct 
determination of the orientati on relationships involved in the 
allotropic transformations of pure uranium ha.ve been reported. 
The elastic constants for pure uranium have not been 
reported undoubtedly due to t he difficulty in preparing suit-
able single crystals and t h e complexity of the determinations 
for low symmetry phases. Thus 1 theoretical calcula.tione of 
the kinetic features similar to those made by Knapp and 
Dehlinger ( 14) for iron-carbon e.lloys are not presently poe-
si ble. Furthermore 1 the lattice parameters of the three a.llo-
tropic phases at the transforma.tion temperatures \-Jere not 
reported, therefore precluding calculation of the crystallo-
graphic features by theories similar to that of Lieberman, 
Wechsler, and Read (25, 26). 
The lattice parameters of the phases at the transformation 
temperatures are novJ available as the result of the present 
investigation. In addition experimental data contributing to 
the description of the general features and kinetics of the 
allotropic transformations in uranium will be presented. 
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MATERIALS 
The materials used in the course of the investigations 
conducted were two grades of high-purity uranium and crystal-
bar zirconium. The zirconium was used to prepere uranium-
zirconium alloys for the determination of the lattice pa.ra-
meters of gamma uranium. 11Ames Biscu1t 11 uranium, containing 
about 500 ppm total impurity, was used in preparing the 
uranium-zirconium alloys. The uranium used for all other 
experiments was high purity metal ob t ained from the General 
Electric Company's Hanford Works. Their analysis for the 
impurities in this material is given in Table 1. 
Table 1· Analytical results for impurities in the high-
grade uranium used in these investiga.tions 
Impurity concentration 
Impurity {parts per mil.lion) 
c 35 
H 4 
Al 20 
Cr 2 
Fe 18 
I•Ig 5 
Mn 10 
N1 10 
Pb 5 
Si 22 
,. 
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 
Measurement of the Electrical Resistance and 
Sonic Activity of Bar Samples 
The effect of thermal cycling uranium bars through the 
tra.nsformations on their resist ance and alpha phase sonic 
activity was studied employing the techniques described below. 
An alternating current potentiometric method for the 
measurement of the electrical resistance was used. The 
apparatus including furnace and automa.tic recording and con-
trol instruments has been described in detail by Chiotti ( 27). 
In this apparatus the sample in the form of a bar is clamped 
betv1een two water-cooled copper electrodes and is heated by 
passing a 60-cycle alternating current through it. The 
resistance is measured by balancing the potential developed 
across a central portion of the sample against a potential 
developed across the secondary of a current transformer. The 
primary of ) the current transformer is connected in series 
with the test bar. Consequently, the reading of the potentia-
meter is directly proportional to the resista.nce of the sample. 
A continuous record of the electrica.l resistance was obtained 
by means of an automatic recording potentiometer. 
The samples used in this investigation were high-purity 
uranium bars 5 inches long of 3/16 inch squ8re cross-section. 
The bars were mo unted bet-y,reen copper electrodes with one end 
rigidly attached to one electrode. The other end made a 
22 
sliding contact on the second electrode. Electrical contact 
at the free end of the ba.r was supplemented through a flexible 
copper cable and clamp. A Pt/Pt-13%Rh thermocouple was spot 
welded to the center of the bar. Two tantalum probes spa.ced 
about 5/8 inch apart ·were spot welded to the bE1 r at a position 
near its midpoint where the temperature was quite uniform. 
A uniform ten~erature region between the probes was obtained 
by reducing the cross-sectional area of the bar between the 
probes and the electrodes. The experiments were ca.rried out 
at pressures of less than lo-5mm of Hg. 
Thermal cycling was accomplished by manually switching 
the power to the bars between predetermined levels. In this 
manner the r2.t e of cycling and the tempera.ture range of the 
cycles were easily varied for various investigations. The 
temperature and resistance of the bar was continuously recorded 
during the cycling. A Bristol high speed recording potentio-
meter was employed for the temperature record. 
When sonic a.ctivi ty was also to be detected, the bs.r 
samples were reduced to 1 inch in length and provided with 
extension current lea.ds made fro m 1/4 inch tantalum rod. Such 
leads, 2 inches long, i'l7ere threaded into the ends of the 
uranium. Resistivity probes and a. thermocouple were spot 
welded to the uranium between the tantalum-uranium junctions. 
This assembly was mounted in the resistance apparatus in the 
same manner as were the 5 inch bars. A sample of this type 
is sho't'm mounted in the apparatus in Figure 1. The tempera-
Figure 1. 
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Uranium sample for resistance and sonic experiments shown mounted 
(center) in alternating-current resistance apparatus 
Spot welded to the uranium are thermocouple wires (insulated with 
refractory beads) and tantalum wire resistance probes. Sonic 
pick-up cartridge is taped to the left copper electrode under 
base plate (out of sight). 
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ture distribution across the uranium was adjusted by shaping 
the tantalum leads until all of the metal between the probes 
was at a constant temperature to within about + 10°C. Since 
tantalum does not exhibit sonic activity, this arrangement 
restricted the sonic activity to that arising from a uranium 
specimen' of uniform temperHture. The copper electrodes to 
which the test bars were fastened extend through the base of 
the vacuum cha.mber. 
A piezoelectric phonograph pickup cartridge was taped to 
one of the electrodes at a point just outside the vacuum 
chamber. The electrode chosen ·was that to whlch the sample 
bar was rigidly attached. The signal from the cartridge Y.ras 
amplified with a nigh-gain audio amplifier modified with a 
60-cycle filter. The signal was ma.de sensible by a 6-inch 
speaker. The operation of this arrangement was checked by 
mechanically stressing a specimen clamped in the apparatus. 
Clear detection of the 11 clicks 11 accompanying the mechanical 
twinning of either zirconium or uranium at room temperature 
was possible. The sonic activity associated with the marten-
si tic transformation in a b a r of ha.rdenable tool steel was 
also detected. 
During thermal cycling of the uranium bars 1 sonic activity 
was recorded by ma.king a pencil mark on the time-temperature 
curves on the recorder cha.rt whenever a.udible reports were 
heard. The final data were gathered from the time-temperature 
and time-resistance recorder chart curves. The time-
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temperature curves gave time to ~ 0.02 minutes and temperature 
to + 2°0; changes in tempere.ture of 1°0 being readily observed. 
Change s in resistance 'tvere of primary interest in these studies. 
The time-resistance curves yielded resistance values to ± 0-05% 
of the total resistance at the transformation temperatures and 
time to+ o.2 minutes. 
' 
Measurement of the Electrical Resistance 
of Wire Samples 
The isothermal transformation of pure uranium wires was 
studied. Transformation Nas detected by observing the change 
in the resistance of the wires during the formation of a new 
phase. The wires were heated under vacuum in a sma.ll tantalum 
resistance furnace. A constant,regulated direct current was 
passed through the samples and the emf drop between tantalum · 
resistance probes spot welded to the wires was measured. 
Since the current vJas maintained constant, the change in emf 
was directly proportional to the change in resistance. 
The tube furnace, shown schematically in Figure 2, 'trJas 
.mounted vertically on a he avy copper base plate which served 
as one current electrode. The heating element of the furnace 
E was a cylinder of 0.0005 inch tant a.lurn foil 5/8 inch in 
diameter and 4 inches in height. A second concentric cylinder 
D of 0.020 inch t antalum carried current from the base plate 
to a tantalum he ad er a.t the top of the h ea.ting element. The 
bottom of the heating element was spot welded to a second 
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Figure 2. Tantalum resistance· furnace for wire coil samples 
A. Kovar metal ring for receiving sample assembly 
B. Glass vacuum bell 
C. Tantalum radiation shield 
D. Tantalum current lead and radiation shield 
E. Tantalum heating element, 5/8 inch diameter, 
4 inches high 
F. Chromel-Alumel thermocouple 
G. Water-cooled electrode 
H. Inlet to cooling jacket for base electrode 
I. Glass insulator 
J. Stupakoff glass-to-metal seal 
K. Inlet for cooling water for electrode G 
, 
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water-cooled electrode G which was coaxial v7i th the heating 
element E. This electrode was electrically insulated from the 
base plate. The electrode had a 1/8 inch pipe runnine through 
its entire length which contained an insulated chromel-alumel 
thermocouple. The termocouple F entered the pipe through a 
Stuparoff seal J and extended beyond the top of the electrode 
up to the center of the heating element. A cylindrical radi-
ation shield C surrounded the furnace. The furnace and rs.di-
ation shield were enclosed by a vacuum bell B. This bell was 
a glass tube with glass-to-Kovar metal seals at each end. The 
Kovar ring A of the top glass-to-metal seal received the sample 
assembly. The vacuum chamber was evacuated, through a glass 
side arm not shown in the diagram, to below 10-5 mm of Hg by 
a mercury diffusion pump. Power to the furnace was supplied 
through a step-down transformer whose input could be varied 
by both coarse and fine autotransformer (powerstat) controls. 
Approximately 80 amperes were required to bring the tempera-
ture in the furnace to 800°0. 
The 0.025 inch uranium wire used was cold-swaged from 
3/16 inch bars with one intermediate vacuum anneal at 600°0 
af te r reduction to 0.100 inch. The samples studied were made 
of this wire in the form of non-inductively wound coils 1/8 
inch in diameter and 1/2 inch in length. To these coils were 
spot welded tantalum current and resistivity leads. The 
length of wire between the resistivity leads was about 3 
inches. These leads were passed through a four hole "spaghetti" 
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insulator and in turn were spot welded to four of the element 
leads on the octal base of a dismantled metal radio tube. 
Enough of the metal case of the tube was left in dismantling 
to make a solder connection to the top Kovar ring, A. The 
sample assembly is shown in Figure 3. This assembly was 
arranged so that when the tube base was soldered to the Kovar 
ring, the uranium coil was located at the center of the fur-
nace \'lith the termocouple junction at its center. Disks of 
tantalum foil located above as well as below the sample 
served as radiation shields. 
The current to the sample was provided by a constant 
direct current supply. Controlled currents of approximately 
50, 100, 150, and 200 milliamperes were available. The cur-
rent supplied was found to be constant within 0.01% over the 
period of time involv~d in the isothermal experiments. Such 
a variation is calculated to give an emf change across the 
samples used of 0.001 millivolts, which is below the variation 
detectable with even the sensitive recording potentiometer 
used. 
~·he emf across the samples was recorded with a Bristol 
high-speed recording potentiometer. A cha.rt speed of 2 inches 
per minute and a full scale span of 3 millivolts were employed. 
This arrangement permitted measurement of time to + 0.02 
minutes and changes in emf drop to+ 0.005 millivolts. For 
the samples used and ~he currents employed, 100 or 150 milli-
amperes, an emf change of+ 0.0 05 millivolts corresponds to a 
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Figure 3. Sample assembly for resistance measurements 
on uranium wi~e coils consisting of: octal 
base of dismantled radio tube (top), current 
and resistance probe leads, radiation shields 
shown on 4-hole refractory insulators (middle), 
and non-inductively wound coil 1/8 inch in 
diameter and 1/2 inch in height of 0.025 inch 
wire. 
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change in to tal resistance of about 0 .o5,% at the transforma-
tion temperatures. A change of e.bout 3.5 - 4.0% in the total 
resistance of the samples was found to accompany the allo-
tropic transformations. 
Temperature was measured with the chromel-alumel thermo-
couple mentioned using an ice bath cold junction and a Rubicon 
student potentiometer. Absolute measurement of temperature 
is estimated to be within 2°0. Changes in temperature could 
be detected to about o.5°C. 
The isothermal transformation experiments were performed 
as follol'ls. The samples v1ere first held a.t some temp.erature 
50 to 100°0 from the approximate transformation temperature. 
They were then cooled or heated to some temperature in the 
transformation region. This predetermined temperature t-Jas 
then maintained constant while any resistance changes taking 
place were continuously recorded. It was found possible to 
cool or heat and fix the temperature in less than a minute. 
The temperature was maintained constant to within e.t least 
+ 0.5°0 during the isothermal transformation studies . Tem-
perature control was obtained by manually adjusting the fine 
power control to the furnace as necessary to keep the Rubicon 
potentiometer balanced at a predetermined setting. Attention 
was given to frequent standardizations of the potentiometer 
against its standard cell. 
Kinetic data at various temperatures were obtained from 
the analysis of the time-resistance curves. The assumption 
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was made that the percent metal transformed at any given time 
wa.s given by the percent resistance change based on the total 
resistance change accompanying the complete transformation. 
This assumption will be explored further in the discussion of 
the results of these experiments. 
High-Temperature X-ray Determination 
of Lattice Parameters 
The lattice parameters of the three allotropic forms of 
uranium were determined as a function of temperature. The 
apparatus used was a Geiger-counter x-re.y diffractometer 
adapted for high-temperature investigations. Discussion of 
this instrument and construction details of the specimen 
holder, furnace, e.nd vacuum chamber are given by Chiotti (28). 
The essential features of the camera can be seen in Figure 4. 
The x-ray beam enters and diffracted rays leave the 
vacuum chamber through a 0. 0025 inch aluminum foil window. 
Essential to the furance is a boat-shaped tan talum resistance 
element which heats the specimen l10lder and sample by radia-
tion. Appropriate power leads and r ad iation shielding com-
plete the furnace assembly. Massive hi gh-purity ~ranium 
samples 3/4 inch by ~/4 inch by 1/16 inch were employed. The 
samples were supported on a tantalum specimen holder. 
A Pt/Pt-13% Rh thermocouple was spot welded to the sur-
face of the sample immedi ately after it had been cleaned by 
polishing with :HgO or etching with dilute nitric acid. The 
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Figure 4. Top view of high-temperature x-ray diffraction camera showing 
vacuum cover (right), r~ctangular samole with thermocouple 
spot welded to its surface (center), furnace (surrounding 
sample) attached to water-cooled back plate which mounts in 
Norelco Geiger-counter diffractometer (not shown) 
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diffractometer vacuum cover was immediately put in place and 
the system pumped down. Keeping the time of exposure of the 
cleaned sample to atmospheric gases to a minimum was considered 
advantageous relative to surface contamination by oxide and/or 
nitride. 
The determination of lattice parameters above about 400°C 
was complicated by surface contamination by U02 and UC. It 
was f d t k 11 t b 1 10-5 oun necessary o rna e a runs a pressures e ow 
mm of Hg. Satisfactory alpha data were tru{en at pressures of 
2 x l0-6mm of Hg which were obtained in the system with little 
difficulty at these lower temperatures. The combination of 
surface contamination and excessive orientation due to grain 
growth led to the use of special procedures to obtain the 
desired information in the beta and gamma regions. The instal-
lation of an electronic high-vacuum pump, developed by Con-
solidated Vacuum Corporation, permitted work in the 700°C to 
800°C region at pressures below 8 x l0-7mm of Hg. Oxide and 
1 carbide contamination was still troublesome but not prohibi-
tive. In order to decrease orientation and contamination dif-
ficulties in the gamaa region, uranium-zirconium alloys, which 
form a complete series of body centered cubic solid solutions 
above 800°C, were employ.ed. These alloys were prepared by 
arc-melting techni que s . The d esired constants for pure 
uranium were obtai ned by extrapolation and were checked by ·two 
determinations employing unalloyed uranium. 
Copper K¢ radiation was employed throughout the investi-
gation and the value 
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A4 = 1.5405 A was used. Patterns were 
' 
. recorded at scanning speeds of 1/4 and 1 degree 29 per minute 
over a range from 20 to 150 ~egrees 29. The Nelson-Riley (29) 
graphical extrapolation had been shown by experience with a. 
silicon standard and with thorium to be satisfactory for the 
determination of refined lattice parameters for cubic phases. 
In this work it w~s used to obtain refined values for U02, UC, 
and the body centered cubic gamma uranium. The analytical 
treatment of the diffractometer data for the parameters of 
the tetragonal beta and orthorhombic alpha phases demanded 
special methods. 
Cohen's (30, 31) analytical treatment of x-ray diffrac-
tion errors is applicable to tetragonal and orthorhombic 
lattices, but as originally developed the method applies 
only to reflections for which the Bragg angle is greater than 
60 degrees. The back reflection peaks necessary for the 
extrapolation are simply not recorded above about 400°C. 
The absence of measurable back reflection peaks is believed 
to be in a large part due to the attenuation of the intensity 
with increasing thermal vibration. This effect is expected 
to be most pronounced for high angle reflections. A modifica-
tion of Cohen's treatment was therefore developed. 
The geometry of the high-temperature diffractometer and 
the experimental samples used were considered. It was assumed 
that all systematic camera errors except the eccentricity 
error could be neglected. This error arises from the dis-
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placement of the sample from the rotation axis of the camera. 
'rhe error in the measured inter planar spacing £ resulting 
from this displacement was derived to be given by the rela-
tionship 
Ad _ D cos2 e 
d- - R sine 
where D is the displacement from the rotation axis, R is the 
distance from the focal spot of the x-ra.y tube target to the 
axis of rotation of the camera, and e is the Bragg angle. · It 
follows from the Bragg equation 
that 
Ad 
n ~ = 2d sin e 
= K (___1_ - 1) 
sin2 e 
3. 
4. 
where K is a constant for any given experimental sample dis-
placement. An equivalent 
( 32) . Empirically a plot 
expression was derived by Wilson 
of4d versus .( 12 - 1) for 
- sin e 
samples of cubic materia.1s purposely displaced in the camera 
extrapolated to zero error. 
The correction for systematic camera errors to be made 
in · the Cohen analytical extropolation is a correction in 
sin2 e of the form 
A sin2 e = K & 
where K is a constant. Starting with the Bragg equation, 
Equation 3, squaring both sides, taking lo gs of both sides, 
differentiating, and assuming 
we have 
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A~ = o 
A 
Asin2 9 
- 1/2 = 
sin2 9 
Ad 
d 6. 
Substituting for the right-hand side of this equation from 
Equation 2, the desired expression is 
' 
A sin2 e = 2 ~ cos2 e sin e 
R 
7. 
where 2 D/R corresponds to the constant K in Equation 5 and 
the error term 5 correspond to cos2 8 sin 8. 
Refinements using this error term in the Cohen treatment 
of the x-ray data give values for the room temperature lattice 
parameters of alpha uranium in good agreement with the values 
determined by other methods. The overall precision of deter-
minations of the alpha and beta constants at a given tempera-
ture was found to be o.o5% to o.lo%. It is to be noted that 
in most oases fewer than 20 reflections could be recorded and 
that these reflections were at Bragg angles less than about 
60 degrees. 
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RESUL'l1 S AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
General Features of the Transformations 
Surface relief and macroscopic distortions 
When metals or alloys undergo a change of crystal struc-
ture by a process involving the formation and growth of coher-
ent nuclei, characteristic surface relief effects are commonly 
observed. These effects are associated with the shear of 
adjacent regions which is necessary to e.ccommodate the volume 
changes involved if coherence is to be maintained. 
After the transformation of uranium, surface effects were 
observed as is shown in Figure 5. The surface shown was ini-
tially polished and etched. This sample was a specimen used 
for the determination of the le.ttice constants of beta uranium. 
It was heated slowly to above 700°0, held below 770°0 for sev-
eral hours while x~ray patterns were recorded, and then cooled 
to room temperature in 20 minutes. Similar effects were 
obs erved on the surfaces of all samples heated into the beta 
and gamma regions. However, similar roughening was also 
observed on the surface of samples thermally cycled between 
600°0 and room temperature without ever undergoing transforma-
tion. Surface roughening and even gross distortion of uranium 
samples cycled in the alpha region have been observed by many 
investigators (6) and treated theoretically by others (33, 34). 
This effect precludes the use of surface relief effects 
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Figure 5. Surface roughening on 3/4 inch by 1/4 inch by 1/16 
inch uranium sample after heating to about 750°0 
(oblique lighting) 
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observed at room temperature in studying the nature of the 
allotropic transformations. 
Thermal cycling of the high purity uranium bars in the 
' 
resistivity apparatus through the transformRtions resulted 
in the gross macroscopic distortion and warping demonstrated 
in Figure 6. An extreme case, indicating the magnitude of 
the distortions involved, was the observation of the "growth" 
of a small, electrolytically deposited, uranium bicrystal by 
approximately 100% in the long direction during an accidental, 
rapid beta-alpha-beta-alpha cycle. This crystal was mounted 
on a tantalum wire in an evacuated silica capsule. 
These macroscopic distortions were not studied quantita-
tively in any detail, but are reported as one of the features 
of the tranSformations. They were considered in the execution 
and interpretation of the other experiments performed. 
Preferred orientation effects and reversibility 
The resistance of each o.025 inch uranium wire sample 
OVer the temperature range from 600°C to 800°C during aS many 
as 20 varied heating and cooling programs was found to be 
reproducible (with the exception mentioned below) to ~ 0.5% 
at any given temperature excluding the transformation regions. 
This statement holds for heating end cooling rates from 2-3°C 
per minute to a maximum of about l00°C per minute. The re-
sistance changes observed on transformation were 3.5 ± 1% 
and 4.0 + 1% for the alpha-beta and beta-gamma transformations 
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Figure 6. Distortion of uranium resistance bars due to thermal cycling 
through the transformations 
A. Original bar metal not cycled (5 inches long and 3/16 
inch square cross-section) 
B. Cycled bar, necked-down sections were machined prior 
to cycling to give; unifprm temperature region in center 
of the bar 
C. Cycled bar showing warping 
D. Cycled sonic and resistance sample (1 inch long) 
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respectively. 
However, in the case of the uranium ba.r samples the re-
sistance at any given temperature was not found to be as 
reproducible, presumably due to the macroscopic distortions 
described in the previous section. In this case the magni-
tude of the distortion com~ared to the resistance probe spac-
ing, 5/8 inch, was not negligible. However, the percentage 
resistance changes accompanying the alpha-beta and beta-gemma 
transformations dur ing continuods cycling of a bar at 1/4 
cycle per minute between 575°C and 925°C were observed to fall 
within the range established for the wire specimens, 3.5 ± 1% 
and 4.0 ±. 1.%, respectively. That is, the dimensional changes 
which accompany thermal cycling do not grossly affect the per-
cent change in resistance which results l-vhen the metal trans-
forms. When other heating programs were employed, anomalous 
resistance changes were observed in the alpha-beta transforma-
tion, but not in the beta-gamma transformation. 
vfuen the cycling of the bar was interrupted to allow the 
metal to remain for times as short as 9 minutes in the gamma 
and be ta regions or interrupted for this length of time in the 
beta region alone, the percent change in resistance accompany-
ing the subsequent beta to alpha transformation was either 
abnormally low, A R = 0.5% to o%, or high, 1:. R = 8% to 9%. 
Resumption of continuous cycling a t the previous ra.te progres-
sively restored the size of the resistance break toward the 
normal on each 575°C- 925°0- 525°C cycle. Complete return 
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to the normal 3.5 + 1% change required two to three such 
cycles through both transforme.tions. During a l l of this 
treatment the size of the beta-gamma breaks remained 4.0,% 
with only the usual 1% scatter. The data presented in Figure 
? for the resis ta.nce of a bar sample as a function of tempere.-
ture shows the effect of a 30 minute anneal in the beta. region. 
It can be seen that in this case not only was the percentage 
resistance change abnormally low for the beta-alpha trans-
formation, but the temperature of the transformation, if 
determined by the beginning of the resistance break, was 
raised about 25°0. 
Such abnormally low and high resistance changes through 
the alpha-beta transformation after beta annealing were not 
observed in cases where the samples consisted of the coiled 
uranium wire. It is to be noted that in these cases there 
was 3 inches of wire between the resistance probes as compared 
to 5/8 inch in the case of the bars. Figure 8 shows, however, 
that on the initial heating of these wire sa.mples an abnor-
mally lovJ alpha to beta resistance change was observed. One 
or two subs equent bete.-alpha-beta cycles established the 
normal 3. 5 + 1% change which was maintained throughout further 
thermal treatment as stated above. 
It is proposed that these effects arise from the estab-
lishment of preferred crystallographic orientation in the 
metal. 
Evidence for rapid beta grain growth has been noted in 
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resistance bar in the alpha=beta transformation 
region shm;~ing the effect of a 30 -minut e beta 
anneal 
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the course of the high-temperature x-ra.y diffractometer studies 
on the lattice parameters of the beta phase. Some of the 
reflections recorded when first heating a fine-grained, 
randomly-oriented sample into the beta region were observed 
to disappear in only a few minutes while a few others beca.me 
stronger. These observations ca.n be explained on the basis 
of grain growth a.nd orientation effects. The preferred ori-
entation in the bar samples undoubtedly a.rose due to ra.pid 
beta grain growth. Since the probe spacing was rela.tively 
small compared to the cross-sectional area of the bar, a few 
large grains would effectively produce a ~igh degree of pre-
ferred orientation. 
The ~Jire samples used would be expected initially to have 
a fairly high degree of preferred orientation since they were 
prepared by swaging. 
by thermal cycling. 
The orientation was evidently randomized 
Subsequent orientation effects due to 
beta grain growth were minimized by the small diameter and 
the relatively long length of wire between the resistivity 
probes. In this case it would be expected that in the absence 
of any large temperature gradients, approximately equiaxed 
grains would be formed as a result of recrys ta.llization and 
grain growth. Hence, one would expect that there would always 
be a la.rge number of grains between the resistivity probes 
. and that the effective oriente.tion of all of these gra.ins 
would remain nearly random. 
From Tucker' s analysis of the bonding in the alpha 
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structure (2) one expects a large anisotropy of electrical 
conduction. Thus., oriented beta very probably tre.nsforms to 
give alpha orientations of effective resistance much e.bove 
or below the raridom value. This implies that the alpha ori-
entations arising from a given beta orientation are restricted 
to certain definite relations. This is to be expected on the 
basis of strain energy considerations if the transformation 
involves coherent nucleation and growth. It should also be 
noted that the experimenta.l results indicate no pronounced 
anisotropy in the electrical resistivity of the beta phase. 
The resistivity of the cubic gamma phase would, of course, be 
expected to be isotropic. Therefore, transformation of ori-
ented beta to g81Qilla could not be expected to give rise to 
very unusual resistance effects. 
Due to the reversibility characteristic of a coherent 
~ 
transformation, ~ highly oriented specimen is expected to 
retain its preferred orientation to a large extent even on 
cycling many times through the transformation. This is indeed 
the case for the zirconium allotropic transformation (35}. 
The observations reported here for uranium indicate that 
preferred orien te.tion is randomized by cycling, but only 
progressively over two to three cycles through both trans-
formations. This partial retention of the orientation indi-
cates some degree of reversibility associated with both trans-
formations. Such persistence of orientation would be much 
more di f ficult to account for if the transformations involved 
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incoherent nucleation and growth. 
Butcher (24) points out that if the alpha-beta trans-
formation does involve coherent nucleation snd growth, ran-
domization in a few cycles is still to be expected due to the 
polygonization and thermal twinning known to occur during the · 
alpha part of the cycle and to rapid grain growth in the beta 
part of the cycle. The beta grain growth destroys the strain 
11memory 11 in the material in to which the grs.in has grown. 
Polygonization and twinning obviously fragment the structure. 
In conclusion it can be said that anomalous resistsnce 
changes have been o·bserved accompanying the alpha-beta allo-
tropic transformation in uranium. When the known structural 
and metallurgical properties of the three phs.ses are con-
sidered, these anomalies indicate a certain degree of reversi-
bility in the orientation of a given grain on cycling through 
' 
both transformations . Such reversibility is typical of so 
called martensitic transformations. 
Alpha phase lattice hardening on cycling 
Processes in solids involving the very rapid cooperative 
movement of atoms in phase~ such as occur in typical marten-
sitic transformations and deformation by twinning, produce 
sound. This sound may be detected and amplified by electronic 
methods as described in the section on apparatus and pro-
cedures. 
On rapid cool+ng of uranium at r a tes up to 500°0 per 
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minute no reproducible sonic activity associated with the allo- . 
tropic transformations has been detected. This does not exclude 
the possibility that such activity might be observed with a more 
sensitive apparatus and more rapid rates of cooling. Results 
reported below on the kinetics of the transformations do imply 
that no sonic activity is to be expected, at least at the cooling 
rates investigated. 
Sonic activity was observed on cooling uranium bars in the 
alpha region. At cooling rates as low as 50°c per minute sharp 
metallic "clicks" were heard. The first "clicks" were the 
loudest. If a bar had not been previously cycled through the 
transformations, the first activity on cooling from 660°C was 
detected at 400 ~ 10°c. Activity per unit time increased at 
lower temperatures. No activity in this same temperature region 
was observed for these bars on heating at any rates available 
(about 600°C per minute). Little or no activity was detected in 
these experiments when the uranium was replaced by similar 
samples of zirconium and of tantalum. 
Cahn (8) has also reported sonic activity in the alpha 
phase. He further demonstrated metallographically that twin-
ning is superseded by slip, kinking , and polygonization as 
0 
a mode of deformation in uranium above about 400 C. These 
alpha phase "clicks" are undoubtedly associated with thermal 
twinning, i. e., twinning to relieve local intergranular stresses 
arising from the random orientation of grains and the anisot-
ropy of thermal expansion. On reheating, the residual 
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elastic stresses present in the meta.l after cooling must be 
reversed before intergranular stresses of opposite sign can 
build up again. For this res.son, in the 400°0 range above 
room tempera.ture in which twinning is the predominant mode of 
deformation, the critical intergranular stress for twinning 
is apparently never reached. 
Cycling of uranium bars between 300°C and ?00°C fairly 
rapidly, 3/4 cycle per minute, raised the temperature at 
which thermal twinning was first detected by the sonic 11 clicks 11 • 
Figure 9 shows this effect graphically. This temperature 
could be increased progressively from 400 + 10°0 to as high 
as 500°C in only ten such cycles . Cycling through both trans-
formations at about one cycle per minute was even more effec-
tive in raising the )'thermal twinning temperature". Twinning 
at temperatures as high as 550 + 20°C was detected during an 
extended cycling program involving 100 cycles. 
Partial or total recovery of the thermal twinning tem-
perature to 410 ± 10°C after cycling was accomplished by long 
gamma annealing and slow cooling. Slow cycling in the alpha 
region was also found to be effective, but not as much so as 
the gamma anneal. 
The rise in the thermal twinning temperature 'tvas not the 
only effect observed during rapid cycling through the trans-
formations. If the rate of cycling of either wire or bar 
samples was increased to a value greater than about 1/2 cycle 
per minute, the resistance of the newly-formed alpha was found 
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Figure 9. Thermal twinning temperature in alpha uranium 
versus number of cycles through the alpha-beta 
transformation (bar sample 1 sonic detection of 
twinning) 
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to be 1·7% to 3.5% higher than normal. The resistance of the 
other phases on formation varied only within the ~ 0.5% limite 
est-ablished for the l0\17er cycling rates. It is to be noted 
that this was much more rapid cycling than that involved in 
the studies of preferred orientation and reversibility re-
ported in the previous section. Interruption of the cycling 
at 600°0 just after the formation of alpha was followed by a 
decrease in resistance toward the normal value. · 
' Furthermore, during a series of six such rapid cycles of 
a bar sample through both transformations the temperatures of 
' ., . ,, ' 
the thermal .arrests on cooling at 150°C per mihute were p;o-:-
gressively lowered. On the sixth cycle the loweripg 1->1as · 6°C 
for the ganwa to beta transformation and 8°C for the beta to 
alpha transformation. · 
These effects, the variation of the therma.l twinning tem-
perature, the increase .in the resistance of the newly-formed 
alpha phase, and the lowering in the temperature ·at which the 
transformations began, '\'Jhich were observed on prolonged ra.pid 
. 
cycling are almost certainly due to lattice ha.rdening. · The 
effects of orientation can be excluded since the cycling 
program employed in this phase of the investigation would be 
expected to lead to randomization of the crystallites in the 
metal. It should also be reemphasized that under these con-
ditions randomization does not preclude coherent nucleation 
and grovJth even though such a process would tend to preserve 
any preferred orientation present, as has a.lready been pointed 
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out. 
In general the increase in herdness of metals at any given 
temperature is ·related to an increa.se in the concentration of 
\crystal imperfections i~ their lattices. Any process which 
;increases the imperfection of the lattice, such ::ts cold '"'ork-
\ ~ng, also increases its hardness and ma.kes deformation by slip 
' I 
more difficult. Whenever the number of slip modes is limited 
\ 
I 
or the degree of imperfection in the lattice is lRrge, · deforma-
~~ ' 
tion . by twinning may become an important mode :for. st'ress re-
I 
lief. This is particularly true for anisotropic · m~tals such 
as uranium. The particular modes of deformation· '\'lhich are 
active, slip or twinning, will, of course, also depend on the 
temperature. 
The observation of a progressive rise in the thermal 
twinning temperature indice.tes a. definite progressive . harden-
ing of the alpha uranium lattice upon cycling through the 
transformation. Butcher (24) examined uranium metallograph-
ically at room temperature after successive alp~a-beta.-alpha 
cycles and reported the presence of more twinning after each 
cycle. He reported this as evidence for lattice hardening. 
This hardening is presumably due to deforma.tion arising from 
the transformation distortions. 
It is quite clear, as Butcher (24} pointed out, that 
progressive hardening on cycling through the transformations 
and in fact any high level of strain in the product phases 
after complete transformation can hardly be explained if the 
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transformation takes place by incoherent nuclee tion and growth. 
In that event the product phases would es sentially be formed 
as free of imperfection as if they had been completely recrys-
tallized. However, the tra.nsfer of cryst al imperfections from 
one lattice to another on cycling through transformations 
could conceivably be accompli shed if the transform8.tions ta.ke 
place by the cooperative movement of a large number o,f atoms, 
l·~·, by a coher ~nt growth process. Thus, imperfections gen-
erated in the alpha phase during an initial beta to alpha 
transformation in uranium could be retained in the metal 
throughout a complete cycle through both transformations. 
They would be added :to on the next cycle and so on, p:hesumably 
until some critical concentration were· built up. If cycling 
were interrupted, some of the imperfections would be removed 
by annealing -processes. 
The fact th e.t the resistance of the newly~formed alpha 
phase is affected more the.n the beta resistance indicates the 
greatest share of the deforma . tion involved is taken by the 
softer alpha phase. Annealing and recrystallization in the 
gamma phase is expected to be very rapid and may obscure any 
effect on the resi-stance due to deformation at the rates of 
cycling investigated. 
The lowering of the. thermal arrests on successive cycles 
evidently means that the presence of an abnormal concentra.-
tion of imperfections in some way hinders the nucleation ·and/ 
or growth of the product pha.ses. Since the growth of coherent 
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nuclei is believed to involve the movement of a dislocation 
boundary in to the parent phase ( 14), the effect may be very 
similar to the hardening of mete.ls by cold working. The dis-
locations already present in the parent matrix could be ex-
pected to hinder · the movement of the dislocation boundary which 
is generating _the new phase. An a.l tern ate possibility, sup-
ported by the o~served 25°C rise in transformation tempera.-
ture after a 30 minute beta anneal, is that the lowering is 
related to the -randomization of orientat'ion on cycling. · In 
this case the effect on the transformation 'temperature of 
I 
intergranular stress due to anisotropy of thermal expansion 
should be examined. The effect of external pressure _on 
rnartensitic transformation temp~ratures has been given con-
siderable attention (36, 37). 
Isothermal-athermal features 
Employing wire samples, in which orientation effects were 
at a minimum, the isothermal resistance changes in the trans-
·formation temperature ~egions were studied. Samples were 
held at some temperature 50°C to l00°C from the transforma.-
tion region, cooled or heated rapidly to some predetermined 
temperature in )this region and then held at this latter tern-
perature. 
For both transformations on heating (or cooling) a tem-
perature was observed belm<~ which (or above which) no trans-
formation took place isothermally in a reasonable period of 
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time, about 1 hour. Above (or below) this temperature an 
isotherma.l change in resistance "ms observed. 
Typical resistance-time curves for both transformations 
on heating are shown in Figure 10. These isothermal curves 
on heating exhibited an initial rapid decrease in resistance 
end then slower decreases to an apparent end of transforma-
tion. Upon further hea.ting to a slightly hi gher temperature, 
however, the resistance drop began again, continued isotherm-
ally, and again stopped. The resistance cont~nued . to decrease 
l 
in this manner upon step-\vise heating over a 15°0 to 25°0 · 
) ' 
l 
temperature range. It is to be noted that on the · isothermsl 
segments of the curves the resistance change was uneven or 
step-wise in nature. These features were also observea for 
the alpha to beta transformation of b a.r samples on the initial 
heating, in which case complications of large beta g rain size 
did not interfere. The disappearance of an Blpha x-ray reflec-
tion in the tr.ansformat~on temperature region also showed 
these general characteristics. 
It should be stated at this point that these observa-
tions are not believed due to thermal gradients across the 
samples. The temperature distribution o,ver an entire uranium 
coil was shown by experimental checks to be consta.nt to within 
at least 5°0. The range of temperature over which isothermal 
resistance change was observed was of the order of 15°C to 
25°0. :F'urthermore, this ran ge of temperature was reproducible 
to within a. few degrees for both vJire samples and bar samples. 
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Considering the wide differences in construction of the two 
pieces of apparatus used for the measurements on these two 
types of samples, such e.greement due to similar thermal gradi-
ents must be considered quite improbable. 
\ Typical isothermal curves for both transformations on 
\ ' 
\cooling are shown in Fi gure 11. The resista.nce-time curves 
I 
lfor isothermal transformation on cooling wer·e complicated by 
'an initial rapid rise in resistance. This initial rise · ivas 
l: . ' 
followed by some fluctuation prior to a genera~ . dec~ease. 
The . isothermal resistance change then continued to an apparent 
I 
end of transformation, l•Ji th the expected rise in resistance. 
At the start of the regular portion of the curve only 10-30% 
of the total ·resi.stance rise had taken place. Upon further 
cooling after all isothermal resistance change ha.d apparently 
stopped~ the resistance again began to rise. This rise con-
tinued isothermally at some lo1rJer temperature and aga.in 
stopped. This train of events followed on stepwise cooling 
over about a 15°0 range. 
The reason fol:' the initial irregular portion of the curves 
is not known. In part it may be due to rec.alescence not 
detected by the thermocouple in the center of the coil and, 
therefore, not compensated by an appropriate power adjust-
ment. Strain effects and orientation of . the new phase rela-
tive to the current path mi ght also play a part. I One pos-
sibi lity is that the new phase initially forms as thin lenticu-
lar plates some of which are perpendicular to the direction of 
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current flovJ in the '\vire. In th at case the chan ge in resis-
tance would be grea.ter thari tha.t expected for · a given volume 
percent transformed. Subsequent distortion of these plr.telets 
mi ght possibly account for the l a ter drop in resistance. 
rl,he resistance chanee at the apparent end of tra.nsforma-
tion for a give~ isothermal run was con~erted to percent trans-
formed by the relation 
T = ~Q x 100 
Rt \. 
8. 
when Rt is the total change in resistt::~nc '~ m,easured ·for the 
' I 
complete transformation over the 15 to 2CPC range, Ra is the 
resistance change at the app arent end of isothermal trans-
form a tion, and T is taken to be the volume percent of product 
formed. 
These data as a function of isothermal transformation tern-
perature for the alpha to beta. and beta. to gamma transforma-
tions on heating are presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13. 
In these fi gures the open symbols refer to the percent trl?ns-
:f'ormed at the apparent end of transformation on first heating 
to the holding temperature indicated. Solid symbols refer to 
percent transformed at apparent end of transformation a.t one 
of the subsequent temperatures in the step-wise hea.tine proc-
ess described. Simil a.r data for cooling Pre shm·m in Figure 
14 and Figure 15. 
A nomenclature for the cri tica.l temperatures (indicated 
on the figures by boxes containing crosses) ~imilar to tha~ · 
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used for the martensite transformation in iron-carbon a.lloys 
was adopted. The nomenclature is to be interpreted to mean 
th At the (J s temperature on heating, for instance, is the tem-
pera.ture at which beta starts to form, 1·~·, below which no 
isothermal trcmsformation of alpha to beta uranium '\'las ob-
served;_ ;J f is the temperature above which isothermal trans-
formation to beta uranium \vent to 100% completion. On heating 
the fJ s temperature was determined to be 666 + 2°C and the fJ f 
temperature was 690 ±. 10°0 for the alpha to beta tre.nsforma-
tion. For the beta to gamma trensfor~ation the corresponding 
temperatures were f 8 = 776 ±. 3°0 and f f = 786 + 4°C. 
On cooling the fl 8 tempera,ture tr.Ja.s found to be ~72 + 5°C 
and the (J f temperature 761 + 3°0 for the gamma to beta trans-
formation. For the beta. to alpha. transforma tion the va lues 
\vere ex s .= 658 ±. 5ac, and CX f = 645 ±. 5oc. 
After the apparent ~nd of isothermal transformation on 
heating or cooling for both transformations, the resistance 
change could be caused to reverse by heating or cooling the 
sample, as the case required. The reversa.l, ho-v;ever, involved 
a hysteresis of about 8°0 for both transforma"t;i,ons. 
Analysis of these qata give the equilibrium temperatures 
for the allotropic transfo rma tiona in ura_nlum to be 662 + 3°0 
for the alpha-beta transformation and 774 + 4°C for the beta-
gamma' transformation. 
'l1he critical tempere.'t;ures determined for the allotropic 
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transformations in uranium are summD.rized in Teble 2. 
'rhe tempera.tures for the allotropic transformations of 
ur<:mi um reported by six different investiga tors have been 
summarized by Duwez (21). The temperatures reviewed for the 
Teble 2. Ori tical temperatures for the allotropic 
transformations in ur anium 
Al:Qha-b eta Beta-gamma 
Equilibrium temperature: Equilibrium temperature: 
662 + 3°0 7?4 + 400 
Cooling 
« 8 = 658 + 5°0 /Js = 772 + 5°C 
Ct f = 645 + 5°0 Pr = 761 + 3°0 
Hea.ting 
(J s = 666 + 2°0 f s = 776 + 3°0 
~ f = 690 + 10°0 lf = 786 + 3°0 
/ 
alpha.--beta transformation ranged from 645 to 675°0; the aver-
age of these values is 662°0. The temperatures for the beta-
ganuna tre.nsformatioi) ranged from 764 to 780°0; their e.verage 
is 772°0. These average values are i.n e.greement with those 
reported by Moore and Kelley (38) and agree within the experi-
mental limits with the values for the equilibrium temperatures 
determined in this investigation. 
The observations reported in this section can be sum-
mc.rized simply. The allotropic tr::msformations in high 
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purl ty uranium proceed isothermally, but the limiting percent 
transformed isothermally is a function of tempera ture over a 
definite temperature range. This was a.lso the case reported ~y · Whlte ,(22) for the low-temperature beta to alpha trans-
formation of lol-l-chromium ura.nium-chromium alloys. 
\ The percent transformed is observed to be a function of 
temperature in typical martensi tic trensform8.tions also. The 
distinguishing feature in the case of the uranium tran~forma-
i\ . 
,, 
tions is the slower . a.pproa.ch to the limiting amount trensformed 
at any given temperature. Th,e . r esults of the experimental 
examination of this distinguishing feature are reported in the 
following section. 
Kinetic Fea.tures of the Transformations 
From the a.nalysis of isothermal resistance- time curves 
for 0. 025 inch diameter uranium wire samples,, certain char-
acteristics of kinetics of the allotropic transformations 
have been deduced. 
The data from the time-resistance recorder charts were 
tabularized e.nd converted to percent transformed versus time 
data. For this purpose the relationship 
ARt x 100 
ART 
9. 
was used v-1here ARt was the measured change in resistance 
from the beginning of transformation to time _!, ART was the 
total change in resistance a.ccompanying th e complete trans-
il 
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formntion including the changes on subsequent step:...\<tise and 
slow hea tin g to completion, and T wa s taken as the volume 
percent of product formed isothermally in time t. Allowances 
were wade for transforma tion on he.?ting or cooling before the 
tempera ture wa s leveled off' to a constant value. 
For conciseness these data were graphicco.lly summe_rized 
on percent t r ansformed versus log time plots. These plots 
\ver e of a general sigmoid shape. ,r Hepresenta ti ve plots of 
this type for heating and cooling are shown in' Figures 16 and 
I 
17. 'l'he step-wise chenge in isothermal resistance as a. func-
tion of time is reflect~d by the experimental points on these 
curves and r:~a s particul erly pronounced for the beta to alpha 
' transformation. It should be noted thet the isothermal 
resi stenc e-cha.nge s tep s t,Jere as much e s ten times \<7hat could 
be accounted for due to the 11dea d spot" sensitivity of t he 
recording potentiometer. 
A stra.i ght line plot of the p e rcent transformed versus 
time d El t a \ve.s then sought. Such d a ta mi ght be expe c t ed t o 
give straight line plots if the proper choice of brdinete and 
abscissa is m~1de. 1'he choice would be quite clear if the 
function were known which correctly describes the kinetics 
i nvolved in t h e rea.ction. Stra i ght line plots for various 
typica l solid stete tra.nsforma tions are known but, excluding 
the c as~ of classical growth of incoherent nuclei, a re 
l ar g ely empirica l ( 22 ) . 'rhe empiricel plots h ave the adv an-
tage of clarity in summarizing experimental data. :F'urther-
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more, these plots tend to classify transformations having 
certain features in common even if these features are not yet 
expressible ana.lytica_lly. 
It seems a_pparent that any function describing the 
I 
kinetics of the isothermal transformations in uranium as 
represented by the data presented would be re.ther complicated 
in order to account for the step-wise changes in isothermal 
resistance, i.~., the bursts of transformation activity. Of 
the plots attempted the empirical plot shol'm in Figures 18, 
19, 20, and 21 most concisely su1n.rna.rizes the data. This type 
of plot vJas developed by Austin and Rickett (59) for repre-
sentation of kinetic data for the bainite tranAformation in 
iron-carbon alloys and \'las · used for the same purpose by 
;vhi te ( 22) for the low-tempereture beta to ~lphe_ data for 
uranium-chromium alloys. The ordinate of these plots is on 
a probability scale; t};le abscissa is log time. As can be 
seen from these plots the dnta for the initial part of the 
transforma.tion are fairly v-1ell represented by a straight 
line. 'l'he departure from this line generally indicates a 
marked reduction in rate of transformation culminating in 
the apparent end of transformation. 
If the data were analyzed for the r qte of transformation 
as a function of time, the burst-like ac1;ivity was more 
dramatically emphasized. A plot of this type is shown in 
Fi€:,Ure 22. 'rhe ordinate for ee.ch point tie_s obtained by 
dividing the percent transformed during the time inter.vel 
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indicated by the horizontal bars on each point of the plot 
by that time interval. The abscissa of the plot is the time 
elapsed during isothermal trBnsformation. The limits of 
experimental error could possibly permit apparent variations 
in rate of as much as 4.%, but effects larger than this must 
be considered real. The final decrease in r ate to the low 
level at which the transformation apparently completes itself 
corresponds to the point at which the data begin to d eviate 
from the straight line probability versus log time plots. 
The maxima for curves of the type shown in Figure · 22 increase 
rapidly when the degree of supercooling or superheating is 
incre ased. 'r4e increase being a fe.ctor of 10 for a. 3°C in- · 
crease in superheat for the beta to gamma tre.nsform ation. 
These plots also suggest that if sufficient time ·were e.llowed 
to elapse isothermal trensformation might possibly have been 
observed to continue very slowly beyond the apparent end ,of 
trBnsformation. The experimental apparatus employed, however, 
was not well suited for verification of this point. 
In summarizing the kinetic features of the transformation 
in urani~rn it can be said that the ov~rall isothermal re acti ons 
are rele.tively slow. rrhey involve initial bursts of trans-
formation activity followed by very slo~ approach to an appar-
ent end of transformation. The percent-transformed-versus-
isothermal-time d2ta for the initial e.ctivi ty can be fairly 
well represented by straight line plots of a type previously 
reported (39, 22) for transformations involving the slow 
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growth of coherent nuclei. 1'he maximum initial r.= te of tr~ms­
formation was observed to increase rapidly with increasing 
degree of supercooling or superheating 111i thin the renge of 
temperatures which could be profitably studied. Possible 
interpretations of these features \'I ill be suggested below. 
The straight line plots of the kinetic data suge;est that 
the allotropic transformations in urB.nium involve the , slow 
growth of coherent nuclei. As '\'las pointed out in the introduc-
tion, such slow gro\tth is not unreesonable. Some indication 
of the rate-controlling factor must, however, be sought. 
Holden (13) has suggested, in explaining the .slow coher-
ent growth of alpha needles in uranium-chromium alloys ·at 
room temperature, that the retarding process.is the require-
·ment of e. build up of the transforrue_tion stresses to a cri ti-
cal value before they can be relieved by twinning .or the alpha 
product. At these tempere.tures he shmved that 'ttvinning of the 
alpha. is the only highly probable mode of relief of these 
stresses by deformation. Elastic stress below this critical 
value would tend_ to oppose the transformation by Le Chatelier's 
Principle. Thus, the rate-controlling factor wa.s suggested 
to be the availability of modes of de.formation for relieving 
the transformation stresses. 
At the temperatures investigated in. the experiments re-
ported here 1 t is reesonable to expect that relief of the 
transformation stre.sses. will be largely by deforme.tion of the 
softer alpha and gamma phases. The modes of deformation in 
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beta uranium at high temperatures have not been reported, but 
the beta phase is known to be much herder than either of the 
other phases at the transformation temperatures (40). Cahn 
I (8) has reported that alpha uranium may deform by slip, cross-
\ 
slip, kinking, and poligonization above 400°C. Gamma uranium 
\ 
is known to be extremely plastic at the transformation tern-
' 
perature· as is to. be expected from 1 ts crystal structure. 
I 
I 
The relative orientation of the pha.ses involved in coherent 
,i . 
transformation may res t:r-ic t the number · of pos~ibl.~ deforma-
I 
tion .modes ·actually availe.ble for stress relief. Thus, the 
. . . 
limited ava.ilabi'li ty of modes of deformation for ·relief of 
transformation stresses in pure uranium is ve·ry probably one 
of the rate-controlling factors in the sloi.,r .growth of coherent 
nuclei. It should also be noted that at the small degrees of 
superheating and supercooling examined in this investiga tion, 
the negative chemical free energy or maximum driving force 
for the reaction is certainly small· 
The bursts of transforma.tion activity must be due to one 
of two events. Either a large number of the nuclei present 
at any given time suddenly grow at an a.ccelerated rate or more 
nuclei are suddenly formed and grolv rapidl;v. 
If the proposals by Knapp and Dehlinger ( 14) e.bout the 
kinetics of coherent transformations are consulted, an uneven 
ra~e of ·isothermal grotvth of coherent nuclei al;ready present 
is not unree-sopable. Referr-ing to Equ ation 1, this uneven 
growth rate can be related to a change in the balance between 
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the distortion energy term ev and the fixed chemical free 
energy term f c. Any sudden relief of tre.nsformation stresses 
by deformation would decrease the positive distortion energy 
term and increa.se the effective driving force for further 
gr01.vth. 
These same proposals also suggest a possible mechanism 
for the sudden formation end growth of more nuclei. Since it 
is proposed that "preformed nuclei 11 can be activated by ex-
ternal stresses on the meta.l, it is possible that internal 
stresses, generated in the metal by the growth of the nuclei 
' 
. ' 
already present, are effective in activating more· "preformed 
nuclei 11 for growth. 
The very slow rate of transformation observed in the final 
stages of isothermal transformation may reflect the very slow 
growth of coherent nuclei whose more rapid groivth has been 
stopped due to strain energy considerations. This slow growth 
may be the res~lt of stress relief by a process similar to 
creep. 
Lattice Pe.rameters of Uranium as a 
Function of Temperature 
/ The la.ttice perameters of uranium have been determined 
over the temperature range from room temperature to the melting 
point rrom high-temperature x-ray diffractometer data. The 
thermal expansion of the meta.l at any temperature e.long the 
major crystallographic a.xes can be determined from these data 
80 
as can the volume changes accompanying the transformations. 
Alpha uren~um lattice Qarameters 
The experimental values determined for the lattice para-
meters _g, £, and-.£ of the orthorhombic alpha. pha se between 
20°0 and 600°0 are given in Table 3. The curves for lattice 
' 
parameters as a function of temperature dra1,.rn from these data 
are shown in Figures 23, 24, and 2.5. The values for the 
\ 
Table 3. Experimental values for the lattice con.s.tants of 
alpha uranium I· 
Sample ·Temperature Lattice consta.nts (A) 
number . oc .a b c 
1-3 20 2.8526 5.8682 4.9489 
3-2 20 2-8537 5.8619 4.9565 
BR 27 2-8543 5.8641 4.9575 
3-2 101 2.8578 5.8636' 4.9616 
1-3 105 2.8582 5.8660 .4.9578 
1-3 200 2-8662 5.864g 4.9705 
3-2 i 204 2-8657 5.8634 4.9741 
D . 212 2.8663 5.8646 4.9751 
-· 
1-3 304 2-8751 5.8636 4.9844 
3-2 306 2.8756 5.8620 4.9881 
1-3 400 2.8849 5.8594 4.9985 
3-2 400 2.8845 5.8602 4.9996 
1-2 403 2.8859 5.8575 5.0033 
1-3 505 2-8971 5.8516 5-0203 
3-2 602 2.9113 5.8402 5. 0394 
1-2 603 2.9106 5.8406 5.0407 
1-3 603 2.9098 5.8393 5.0397 
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constants at l00°C .+ntervals, at room temperature, and at the 
alpha-beta trensformDtion temperature e.re given in Table 4 
along with 
~olume per 
calculated volume per unit cell, volume per atom, 
I 
gram-atom, and density. 
Jeta uranium lattice para.meters 
The slopes of the curves describing the lattice para.-
meters of beta uranium as a function of temperature have been 
determined. 
t{ 
These :slopes along with the averag~ ,of three sets 
I 
of precision lattice parameters (obtained by the modified 
Cohen extrapolation of diffractometer data) has permitted' the 
construction of curves for the lattice parameters a and c as 
a function or · temperature. 
The experimental values for th~ lattice parameters at 
three temp_eratures and their averC'lge are given iri . Te.b~e 5. 
While the precision of these measurements is surely 0.1% or 
less, it is to be noted that over the very small temperature 
range of stability of the beta phase the total change in the 
parameters is of this same order of magnitude ( o-.25% for a 
and 0.06% for c as will be evident from the final data~. 
This ·situation makes the proper choice of slope for the best 
curve through such data alone highly indeterminFte. A deter-
mination of the slope vJas, therefore, made independently as 
described belo\'11· 
The determination of these slopes lvPS made by calcula-
tion from the observed shift in six x-ray diffraction peaks 
I 
Table 4. Final x-ray results for alpha uranium 
Volume 
Temperature Lattice constants Unit cell Atom g-atom Density 
oc a b c ( lo-24cc) (lo-24cc) ( cc) (g/cc) 
0 2-8523 5.864~ 4.9522 82.843 20.?11 12.473 19-086 
25 2 .85·35 5-.8648 4.9-543 82.911 20.72_B 12-484 19 .o70 
100 2-8583 5.8647 4.9612 83.165 20.791 12.522 19-012 
200 2.8660 5.8641 4.9722 83.565 20.891 12-582 18.921 (X) \n 
300 2-8747 5.8627 . 4.9851 84.016 21.004 12-650 18 -82o 
400 2.8852 5.8592 5.0005 84.533 21.133 12.728 18.704 
500 2.8969 5.8516 5.0187 85.075 21.26g 12.809 18.586 
600 2.9107 5.8399 5.0402 85.674 2l.41.g 1.2 .9o0 18.455 
662 2-9204 5.8310 5.0547 86.076 21.519 12.660 18.369 
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Table 5. Experimental lattice constants of bets. uranium 
Temperature Lattice constants {A} 
oc 8 
681 10.7585 
736 10.7604 
765 10.7651 
Average a.ssumi.ng linear change in constants 
with temperature:· 
a = 10.751 
c = 5.654 
c 
5.6532 
5. 6515 
5.6570 
as the temperature was changed in 15°0 to 25°0 intervals 
through the beta region '. uo 2 and UO reflections were used 
in correcting the positions of the metal peaks for camera 
errors. From the corrected reflection angle 28 for each 
reflection, the corresponding interplanar spacing ~ was cal-
culated. These , d val~es were plot-ted against temperature !· 
All six of thes·e- curves were straight lines sholving no evi-
dence of discontinuity or inversion. The six metal pe~ks were 
indexed employing the Bunn Cha.rt. Tnese indices ·were checked 
using the only available 11 terBture .value for the constants 
( 41) and the average value for the consta.nts at 727°0 reported 
in Table 5. 
It can be shown from the Bragts eqU8.tion that at a given 
temperature the axial ratio c/a can be ca.lculated, given the 
87 
indices hkl and the interplanar spacing for t1r10 independent 
reflections, ~-~·, reflections for which dr (ht + kt) is not 
equal to (h~ + k~) d~ e.nd di • lf·is not e qual to 1~ · d~. 
The expression derived is 
10. 
In this case the reflections observed were index~d to be 
' 
the ( 320), ( 511), ( 202), ( 540), ( 522), and ( 621). The above 
calculation was made for' all permissible pairs .of reflections, 
taking the ~ values from the experimental ~ ve~su~ ! plots, 
at 25°0 intervals in the beta region. Average values of. c/a 
in each interval ivere calcula.ted. Then from the expression 
' r; 2 2 2]1/2 
a= d~kl ~ + k2 + (:2) 1 11. 
a was calculated at 25°0 intervals from each of th~ six d 
value s and the avera ge c/a value a t this temperature. These 
data were plotted and the slope d~~) for each was measured. 
These values are shown in Table 6. 
The slope d(a) can also be calculated from the measured dT 
slope of the d versus T plots. Taking the derivative of both 
sides of Equation 11 \'lith respect 
~ = d (d) [h2 + k2 + 
dT · dT 
to temperature one gets 
;;.., 1/2 (a2/c2) 12_j + 
al2 . d( a2/c2 ) ·c 2 2 ( a2) 121 -l 2 ' dT h + k + c2 J 
12. 
1 Table 6. 
hk.l 
522 
540 
320 
621 
202 
511 
hk!_ 
522 
540 
320 
621 
202 
511 
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Calculated change in lattice p a rameters with 
temperature for beta urani urn in A per °C 
d( a) 
dT 
Calcula.ted from 
Equations 10 and 11 
~6.3 x 1o-5 
21.8 x 1o-5 
1s.s x 1o-5 
20.1 x 1o-5 
31.3 x 1o-5 
27 .o x 10- 5 
siW_ 
dT 
. Ca:;Lculated from 
Equations 10 and 13 
1.4 x 10-6 
1.2 x lo- 5 
o.4 x lo-5 
0.2 x lo-5 
6-3 x lo-5 
4.o x lo-5 
d ( a) 
(li1l 
Calcul a ted from 
Equation 12 
22.282 x 1o-5 
21.866 x lo-5 
18.7498 x 1o-5 
2o.o88 x lo-5 
31.285 x lo-5 
. 37.782 x lo-5 
gj_Q.}_ 
dT. 
Calcula.ted from 
Equ ation 14 
3~04 6 x 1o-6 
3.949 x lo- 5 
2.000 x lo-5 
2 812 x lo- 5 
6 . 694 x lo-5 
8.316 x lo-5 
Here d(d) is measured, a is the average value from the Cohen 
dT 2 2 
extrapolations, and d( ad~c ) and a2/c2 are calcula.ted from the 
c/a data obtained above. Such calculations were made for 
each reflection and these results e.re also shown in Table 6. 
The average slop~ from the 12 values, in Table 6 is 
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d~~} = 24.8 x 10- 5 A per 0 0 
The average value of a from the Cohen extrapolations is 
a = 10.761 + .005 A at 727 + 3°C 
Since the d versus T plo ts were linear and the calculated 
a versus ! plots were linear, these two values determine the 
plot of ..§. versus tempera ture for the beta uranium. The coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion a in the 100 and 010 directions can 
be calculated using an extrapola ted 0°C value of a= 10.581 + 
.oo5 A to be 
« (100) 
Exactly similar' calculatioris with regard to the 001 
direction in beta uranium employing the equ~tions 
n 112 
d= dhkl Qc2/a2) (h2 + k2) + 1~ ·. ·13. 
and 
14. 
give 
d( c) ~ = 3.4 x lo- 5 A per °C 
From the Cohen extrapolation 
c = 5.654 + .005 A at 727 + 3°C 
and by e:xtrapo lation 
c == 5.409 + .005 A at 0°C 
90 
giving l I 
C( (001) = 0 775°0 ""' 0 675°0 = 6.0 + 2 X 10-6 per 00 
0 0°0 (100°0) 
The data are sunmarized in Table 6 and in Fig\lre 26. The 
final results for the lattice parameters of beta uranium and 
the calculated density and volume values. at 25°0 intervals 
I 
.from 650°0 to '?75°C are given in Table?. The plot of these 
calculated values is a straight line in ell cases~ 
I 
' Table 7. Final x-ray results for beta uranium 
Temper.;. 
a.ture . 
oa 
662 
6?5 
?00 
725 
?50 
772 
· Lattice 
constants 
a c 
10. ?444 5. 6515 
10. ?480 5. 6518 
10.7540 5.6525 
1,0.7604 5 .• 6535 
10.7615 5. 6543 
10.7719- 5.6550 · 
Volume 
Unit cell Atom (lo-24cc) (lo-24cc) 
21.747 
21.776 
21.801 
21.827 
g-atom Dens1 ty 
(co) , (g/cc) 
10.o98 18.176 · 
13.115 · 18.154 
13 .• 130 18.102 
13.146 18.111 
. 652 ·~2 
653.21 
654.03 
654.81 
655.42 
656.17 
21.94 7 10.158 18.093 
21.872 13.173 18.073 
Gamma uranium lattice parameters 
' Contamination of the metal surface with U02 and UC and 
coarsening of the grain size of samples above 800°0 during 
the time necessary to record diffraction peaks proved tr~uble­
some. Large grain size and the resulting non-random orie'nta-
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tion of the grains reduces the number of reflections picked 
up by the Geiger-counter~iffractometer. However, two pure 
uranium samples each gave two \vell defined metal reflections 
showing a 1 e.nd a 2 resolution at aoooc, 9oo°C, and 1005°0. 
A larger number of gamma peaks \>Jere obtained by employirig 
uranium-zirconium alloy samples. Measurements were mede on 
alloys containing 0.5, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 weigh'ti percent 
zirconium. Four to six metal reflections were recorded with 
each of these alloys at 800°0, 900°0~ 1005°0, and 1060°C. 
The constants were refined using the U02 and UO reflections 
e,s an a.id in choosing the proper slope for the .Ne:;tson-Riley 
plots. The values f,or the refined parameters at each ·tem-
perature tvere extrapo-lated to zero percent z.1rc6nium. The 
extrapolated Values for the lattice constant ~ l-7ere in .good 
agreement with those obtained with pure uranium. , These data 
are presented in Table 8, and Figure 27 was dratvn from the 
Table 8. Experimental lattlce constants of gamma uranium 
Tempere.ture 
oc 
800 
900 
1005 
1060 
Lattice constant (A) 
Extrapolated from 
Ames Biscuit uranium U-Zr alloys 
3. 5340 
3.5405 
3. 5506 
3.5550 
" 
3.58 
3.56 
(/) 3.54 . 
:E 
0 
0: 
..... (/) 3.5 2 (.!) . 
z 
<( 
3.50 
3~8 
3~6 
Figure 2?. 
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experimental data giving an e xtrapolB ted room temperature 
value of 3.4721 A. The coefficient of thermal expansion 
· from 0°0 to · 1100°0 is ce.lculated to be 
a0°0 - 1100°0 = ;).5581- 3 •4721 = 22.5 + 1.3 X 10-6 per 0 0 3.4721(1100}""" 
The final values from the plot of the parameter at various 
tenlpera tures along with the calcula.ted volume per cell, volume 
per atom, volume per gram-atom, and density are given in Table 
9. Calculated densities for all three phases .are presented in 
Figure 28. 
Table 9. Final x-ray re.sul ts for gamma uranium 
Volume 
Temperature . Constant Unit cell Atom g- atom Density 
oo a ( 1o-24cc) ( lo-24cc) ( cc) . . ( g/cc) 
772 3. 5321 44.065 22.033 13.270 17.941 
800 3.5340 44.137 22.069 13.291 ' 17.912 
850 3.5380 44.287 22-144 13.336 17.850 
900 3.5420 44.437 22-2lg 13.359 17-791 
950 3. 5458 44.580 22.290 13.425 17.734 
1000 3. 5498 44.731 22.366 13.47o 17.6?4 
1050 3.5535 44.871 22.436 13.512 17.61? 
1100 3.5572 45.012 22.506 13.554 17.565 
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\J1. 
High temperature lattice 
parameters of U02- and .UC 
It was found desirable to use the lattice parameters of 
U02 and UC as internal standards and as a.n aid iri indexing the 
tetragonal urani-um patterns taken at temperature. The la.ttice 
parameters of uranium dioxide and uranium monocarbide in the 
' 
beta temperature ra.nge and the thermal expanl)ion of these 
materials in the form of a surface film on massive ,uranium 
from 0°0 to 80060 has been determined ~ ,. 
The, lattice param$ters of these compounds, p~~sent as a 
\ 
surface film on massive uranium, ·were determined from x-ray 
diffractometer data taken at temperature in the course of the 
studies on uranium. 'I'he average of six such determinations 
at 717°0 gave 
= 5.496 + .Q05 A 
and 
auc = 4.973 + .005 A 
The thermal expansion we.s determined by recording at 25°C 
intervals the po~ition- of the (200) peaks from the uo2-uc film 
on a uranium sample. From these data a plot of apparent lat-
tice parameter versus temperature could .be drawn for each 
compound. These plots were both strai~1t lines above about 
200°0. Departure from linearity, corresponding to a more 
rapid decrease in lattice parameters·, was observed in the tem-
perature range from 200°C to room temperature. This curved 
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portion of the plot is interpreted as due to the residual com-
pressive stresses in the film which result from the relatively 
larger therma l contraction of the uranium on cooling. (The 
magnitude of the compressive strain c an be calcula.ted from 
the curves to be 0.3 ±. .1% at room temperature.) The straight 
l i ne portions of the plots were extra.pola ted to 0°C. The 
coefficient of thermal expansion cr between 0°C and 800°C was 
f ound to be 7.6 + o. 7 x 10-6 per °C for both uranium . dioxide 
sn d uranium carbide. 
These plots were corrected ror c amera errors using the 
accepted value for the lattice parameter of U02 at room tern-
-
perature, a = · 5. 4,682 A ( 41). These values provided an inde-
' 
pendent check on the lattice parameters determined . directly 
fro m be ta r egion date.. The values found from the thermal 
·expansion curves at 717°C were 
au02 = 5.4':3 7 + .oo3 A and auc = 4.964 ±. • 003 A 
in good e.greement with the values report~d above. 
Evalua tion of x-ral results 
'Jlhe final results for the lattice parameters of alpha 
uranium agree with the powder x-ray ve.lues reported by Bridge, 
Sch~~artz, and Vaughan (3) rJi thin 0.05.% for all three pe.rameters 
at all tempera tures with the exception of .£ above about 500°C. 
Here the agreement is still quite good, and is within 0.2_% e.t 
t h e transforme.tion tempera. ture. TheSe data are also .supported 
by the single crystal dil atometric d a t a. of Lehr and Langeron 
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(43). The decrease in the value of the · ~ parameter with 
increasing tempera.ture is rather unusual and basic to the 
understanding of many of the irregular phenomena observed 
during alpha cycling of urrmium ( 6). 
The results from the final curves for beta uranium agree 
with the data given by Thewlis (41) within the 1imits .of 
experiment~ll error. His date. for low-chromium ura.niu.m-chromium 
alloys are 
(100) . 
a 67500 - 775°0 = 23 + 1.4 X 10-6 per OC 
and 
·a. ~0~ . 6 o · 
675°0: - 775°0 = 4.6 + 1.6 x 10- : per 0 · 
He also reports a= 10.759 + .001 A; c = 5.656 + · .001 A at 
720 ±. 10°0 in excellent agreement with the results . of this . 
investigation. The data give no evidence for any ,discontinu-
i ties or chflnge in slope in the curves for lattice parameter 
versus temperatures in the region of beta stability. 
Oqnsidering the small number of reflections which could 
be recorded and the extrapolations involved, the precision in 
the measurement of the gamma parameters at various temperatures 
is probably not better then 0.2%. The value of the coeffi-
·' 
cient of thermal expans.ion, ho;'tvever, agrees nicely with the 
va.lue of 22.6 x 10-6 per 0 0 from dilatometric measurements on 
polycrystalline material as determined by Lloyd at the Argonne 
National Laboratory end reported by Foote (6). 
The lattice· parameter at 720°0 and the coefficient of 
99 
thermal expansion for U02 measured by The~1lis ( 41) for uo 2 
films on powdered uranium do not agree closely with there-
\
sults _presented here for uo2-UO films on uranium. 
are 
His values 
I 
ld auo 2 = 5.512 + .005 A at 720 + 10°0 
a 20°d- 720°0 = 11·5 ± 1.7 X 10-6 per 0 0 
The latter value tvas calculated from his 720°0 :pe.rameter and 
. . J\ ' . . 
the same v~lU:e for . 20°0 as accepted in . this wbrk ~' . The dis-
. \ 
crepancy is very probably du~ 'to the difference in . compo si-
tion of the films measured. 
The reported data give the volume changes at the trans-
formations as · llV«/!J = 1·12% and AV fjj( = ' o.7o%. These . 
volume changes are somewhat smaller than anticips.ted consider-
ing the large macroscopic distortion known to accompany the 
transformations. 
Considerations on the Crystallographic 
Features of the Transformations 
Phenomenological crystallographic theor.ies for. trans-
formations involving the nucleation and gro~1th of coherent 
nuclei have been developed by Lieberman, Wechsler, and Read 
' 
(25, 26) and by Bowles and MacKenzie (44, 45, 46, 47). These 
theories permit the calculEltion of the crystallographic 
features of such transforme..tions. Habit plane, shear a.ngle, 
and the crystal~ographic relationship of product to paren~ 
100 
phase can be calculated. Only the lattice parameters of the 
phases at the tro.nsformation temperatures and a suitable 
choice of inhomogeneity such as twinning or slip are needed •. 
The results of the cal-culation are, in most cases, multiple-
valued, and not all of the solutions are observed experi-
mentally. 'rhe experimental results, ho1o1ever, in e,ll . of the 
cases treated agree very closely to one consistent set of the 
calculated features. The calculations have been developed 
,, 
both graphically and in terms of matrix algebra. 
The principle on . \vhich . these ca.1culations are based i ,s 
l 
that the strain energy involved . will be minimized lf the 
boundary plane between the parent · and product phase .is one of 
' 
zero average distor.tion. The basic theorem o·f the Lieberman, 
Wechsler, and Read treatment (26) states that the necessary 
end sufficient condition for the existence · of a plane of zero 
net distortion is ~hat one of the principle distortions be 
unity, !·£·, Ofle of the principle transform~tion strains 
vanish·. From the lattice, parameters of the two phases in-
volved, one can .determine if thbs condition can hold without 
some inhomogeneity such as ·twinning or slip in the product 
phase. That is, homogeneous distortion to give a plane of zero 
average distortion would be possible if transformation of 
simple corresponding cells of the two phases can be accomplish-
ed by a distortion in which one of the principle distortions 
is unity. 
The lattice parameters for the tetragonal and orthorhombic 
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pha ses in uranium at the alpha-beta transformation temperature 
were reported in - the previous section to be 
a = 10.7444 A, c = 5.6515 A 
a = 2.9204 A,· b · = 5.8310 A, c = 5.0547 A 
The configuration, involving the smallest distortion, 
which allows the homogeneous transformation of a small region 
of beta uranium to , alpha uranium l-Je.s sought. The correspond-
' . 
ing primary cells must ,quite obviously conta.in an equal number 
of atoms. The orthorho~bic unit cell contains ~our atoms and 
the tetre.gonal unit cell contains 30 atqms. Tllerefore, , the . 
I ( .. 
smallest' possible primary cells must both contain 60 atoms . . 
The configuration, sho\'lh in Figure · 29, of all of those con-
, 
sidered gave the smallest strain distortions. It ' is therefore 
expected to be fe.vored energetically. The primary tetragonal 
cell has t h e parameters 
ap = -./2 ap = 15.194 A 
Cp = c~ = 5.6515 A 
The corresponding primary orthorhombic cell has the parameters 
Jlp = 5 ace = 14.602 A 
bp = 3 c« = ~5-164 A 
Cp = bel = 5.8310 A 
The matrix which1 describes the distortion of this primary 
tetragonal cell to the corresponding orthorhombic cell dimen-
sions when related to an orthogonal set of axes Xp, Yp, and 
zp in the llO, 110, and 001 directions, respectively, in the ( 
beta unit cell is 
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z~, zp 
Figure 29. Diagrammatic representation of the relation of the 
corresponding primary cells .for h0n:>geneous distortion 
of beta to alpha uranium. 
The normal beta lattice directions x/}, yA , z,4 are 
shown. The primary tetragonal cell (the 1.nner "box"' 
in the figure) is drawn with the principal directions 
x9 , Yp, Zp indicated. Xp is 45° from x13 and Yp is 4~0 from Y~· The size of primary cell before and after 
beta to alpha transformation is indicated in terms of 
the lattice parameters of the two phases. 
.. 
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0 0 
T = 0 15. 
0 0 
where 
dl = 5 aa = 0.96098, d2 = 3 Co; = 0 .99?9?, 
-..[2 ap -{2 a/J 
and d3 = bOt 
--
= 1.0318 
C/J 
rrhus, . contractions of 3.9116 and 0.20% in the 110 and 110 
'directions, and an expansion of 3 .18.% in the 001 direction, 
re spectively, would be required to homogeneously transform e. 
small region of · beta uranium tq alpha uranium. : 
I ' ' It is interesting to note that the principle distortlon 
d 2 is almost unity. Furthermore, if the alpha lattice para-
meter .2. extrapolated from the data reported by Bridge, ·schwartz, 
and Vaugr.JB.n (3) is used, this distortion is ce.lcul8ted to be 
.almost exactly unity. 'rhe extrapolated values of b and a· 
repo rted by these investigators agree with those u.s .ed here. 
Thus the conditions for a plane of zero distortion under 
homogeneous transformation are nearly met. , If it is assumed 
that d2 is unity, the unit normal to the interfac e plane of 
zero net distortion can be calculated • 
If r~ is a unit vector lying in the plane of zero dis-
~ 
tortion, then by definition it must be unchanged in length by 
the homo.gene ous dis tor.tion. That j,s, if r(l lies in the plane 
of zero dist ortion and 
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T r(i = r~ 16. 
then 
\ lrtJI =I rotl = IT rill 
If the components of r,. a.re along the I ,. . 
17. 
three principle direc-
tions of ·the primary tetragonal cell 
~an be written as the column ma.trix 
I 
r/J == [~~] 
and 
I rfll (x2 + y2' + 
2 1/2 
= zp) , p p 18. 
Furthermore, 
dl 0 0 Xp 
T r13 = 0 1 0 Yp· 
0 0 d3 Zp 
dl ~ 
T r11 = Yp 19. 
d3 Zp 
I 
and 
2 2 2 {"\ 2 1/2 I rod= IT rpl dt::.z ) · = (dlxp + Yp + 3 9 20. 
Thus, the condition that r/J lie in the plane of zero dis tor-
.,. 
tion implies 
d2x2 + 1 p y2 ~ p d2z2 3 p = ~+ y2 + p z2 p 21. 
or 
(dt - 1) 2 2 2 0 Xp + (d3 - 1) Zp = 
r 
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Thus 
[ 211/2 1 - dl 
= + K d2- 1 -
3 
22. 
It follows that a unit vector normal to the plane of zero 
distortion (which is to be the interface pla.ne or habit plane) 
is 
1 
2 1/2 ( 1 + K ) 
.. 
23. 
I 
Choosing the .plus sign for K in Equation ·22, numerical sub-
, 
stitution gives 
L .7~65] 
.6764 
To refer this vector t6 the normal directions for the 
beta unit cell axes requires a rotation through 45° about the 
zp axis so that 
giving 
1 .7071 
n(t = r-7~71 
[ 
.5208] 
-.5208 
.6764 
I 
.7071 
~7071 
0 
This is close to the normal to the ( 221) beta plane. ' No 
24. 
experimental determination of the he.bi t plane for the beta to 
alpha. transformation in pure ur~mium he.s been reported. The 
unit normals to the reported ( 13, 23) habit planes for the 
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room temperatures beta to alpha trnnsformation in low-chromium 
uranium-chromium alloys are 
and n~ ( 441) = [ ::~~:] 
.3186 
n,. ( 321) = [ .7078] -.4719 
.4485 
So that the plane calculated is 23° 21 1 from the (321) 
plane and 23° 58 1 from the (441) plane. 
I . 
This comparison is, however, not necessarily, expected to 
give agreement. The calculation of the ha.bit pla.ne for the 
uranium-chromium alloys at room temperature will: involve dif-
I 
ferent l$ttice parameters than those used here~ The· lattice 
parameters of the two phases depend not only on temperature 
I 
but on the chromium content. In fact, it may be ~he case that 
none of the principle · distortions are very near to unity for 
the alloy transforma.tio.n. However, Butcher ( 24) has reported 
that the orienta.tion of pure uranium alpha grains resulting 
from the transformation of a beta single crystal of pure 
uranium could be accoun·ted for on the basis of the orientation 
relationship determined for the chromium-uranium alloys at 
room temperature. 
The evidence is, then, that for the pure uranium beta to 
alpha transformation none of the principle distortions are, 
in fact, exactly equal to unity. That is, the transformation 
' distortion must normally be inhomo geneous. 
The calcula.tion of the habit plane and orientation rela-
tionships for an inhomogeneous transformation of a tetra·gona.l 
:. 
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to an orthorhombic lattice has not yet been reported. In 
fact, all of the ~ransformetions so far treatea by the 
phenomenological crystallographic theories have involved at 
least one cubic phase (48). 
Lieberman, Wechsler and Read have treBted the cubi£ to 
orthorhombic transformation in AuCd alloys ( 26) . The prime.ry 
corresponding cells were chosen in the same orientation sug-
gested here for uranium. The inhomogeneity chosen was twinning 
i. 
in the product phase. Ho'Y'Jever, in order that there be a.· solu-
, 
tion in t he treatment as developed the plan~ in the cubic 
l 
phase which becorre s the twin plane in the product must be a. 
mirror plane. Furthermore, it must not contain any of the 
principle strain distor-pions dl, d2, d3. Thus, a simple 
extension of this treatment to the tetragonal to orthorhombic 
case is not possible. The symmetry of the tetragonal lattice 
. 
allows no such choice of twin plane for the suggested configura-
tion for uranium·. This configuration, as stated, apparently 
involves the sm~llest strain distortions of any considered. 
Christian (48) in ,his review article on the status of 
the crystallographic theories implies that the uranium trans-
formations can be tree.ted. Certa.inly the principle of minimi-
zation of the strain .energy by a habit plane of zero average 
distortion must apply. The m athema.tical treatment will be com-
plicated by the lower symmetry of the phases involved. 
The appro a.ch to the problem is clea.rly to develop the 
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calculations for the uranium-chromium alloy tra.nsformation. 
For this case the experimental observations are available. 
The calculations for the pure urani urn t ransforrnation will 
apparently then be a matter of numerical substitution. 
The experimental determination of the crysta.llographic 
features of the alpha to beta uranium transforma.tion is com-
plicated by two difficulties. The attenuation in intensity 
of high angle x-ray diffraction reflections with ternpera.ture 
has been observed to be marked. Back reflection Laue orienta.-
tion patterns taken at the tra.nsforme.tion temperature· ere not 
very satisfactory. Secondly, the high x-ra_y absorption coeffi- -
cient for ·uranium also interferes with recording -trapsmission · 
or front reflection Laue patterns even from crystals only 
about a tenth of a millimeter thick. 
In determinin·g the beta-gamma crystallographic fe?tures 
the experimental difficulties are expected to be amplified by 
the increase in temperature involved. The phenomenological 
crystallogra,phic calculations should, however, be readily 
extended to this body centered -cubic to tetragonal transforma-
tion in uranium. 
. -~ 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Resistance effec ts observed accompanying the alphR-beta 
transformation in high purl ty uranium indicAte a certain degree 
of reversibility in the orientation of a given grain on thermal 
cycling through both transformations. The effect on the alpha-
phase thermal t\vinning tempera.ture, on the resistance of newly-
formed alpha , and on the transformation temperatures result-
ing from rapid therma.l cycling of uranium through both ello-
topic trMsformations is interpreted to indicate progressive 
lattice h ardening. 
It has been shown that the allotropic transformations in 
uranium proceed isothermally J but ,that , the extent of isothermal 
transformation is a function of temperature over a definite 
temperature ra.pge. The isothermal transformation initially 
involves bursts of transformation activity, and proceeds in 
its l ater stages very slowly to an apparent end of ti~ansforma-
tlon. 
The lattice parameters of high purity uranium from room 
temperature to the melting point have been experimentally 
determined. The crystallographic features of the alpha-beta 
transformation have been discussed in terms of the lattice 
parameters of the .two phases and the volume change at the 
transformation temper~ture. 
From the evidence presented it is concluded that the 
allotropic transformations in uranium proceed by the nucle-
110 
ation and slow grovJth of coherent nuclei. The features of 
the transformations are closely similar to those of typical 
\
martensitic reactions, except for the kinetic features. Argu-
ments have been proposed to explain these non-typica.l kinetic 
1features. 
\ 
/ 
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